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THE OCCURRENCE OF PRIMARY PULMONARY NEOPLASMS IN RATS AFTER

INHALATION OF 147 Pm IN FUSED ALUMINOSILICATE PARTICLES

Abstract - To determine the biological response

following low-energy, beta irradiation of the lung, PRINCIPAI, INVESTIGATORS

F344ICrl rats were exposed Lo aerosols of prome R. A. Herbert

thium-147 in fused aluminosilicate particles and B. R. Scott

observed for their life spans. Radiation pneamon- F. F. Hahn

itis and pulmonary fibrosis caused the majority of G. J. Newton

deaths during the first yar after exposure with M. B. Snipes

cumulative doses to the lungs of 210 to 630 Gy. E. G. Damon

Primary pulmonary neoplasms wre responsible for B. B. Boecker

the majority of deaths that occurred beyond I yr

after exposure and in rats receiving lower cumulative doses to the 11mg. Hemangiosarcomas and

squamous cell carcinomas were the most prevalent pulmonary neoplasms. Three adenocarcinomas were

found. The uncorrected crude incidence of primary lung umors increased with increasing dose to

the lung for cumulative doses less than 140 Cy. with higher doses, the incidence declined.

Adjusting the data for opeting risks eliminated the turnovpr in the dose-response curve. The

times of onset of pulmonary tumors and median survival times were dose-dependent. Rats with

higher accumulated radiation doses developed fatal lung tumors dt earlier times after exposure.

The increased use of radionuclides in various scientific and industrial settings has

necessitated an improved understanding of the potential biological effects of these materials.

Information based on animal research is important if we are to accurately assess the potential

health hazards posed by accidental human exposure and improve safety standards for the use of such

materials.

Promethium-147 147pm) is a beta-emitting, fission product radionuclide. It decays with a

half -life of 262 yr, emitting only low-energy beta particles, with a maximum beta-energy of 224

keV. The maximum range of these beta particles in lung tissue is - 25 mm. Previous studies have

shown that 147pm injected into the arteries of Syrian hamsters is highly tumorigenic, inducing

primary epithelial lung tumors, such as adenocarcinomas, epidermoid carcinomas, and adenomas.1,2

The present experiment was an outgrowth from a study funded by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission to validate and improve a lethality model for death from early and continuing effects

in the lung after exposure to varied dose-rate patterns of betd-emitting radionuclides.3 We

previously reported the finding of primary lung tumors at a relatively early time after exposure,

18 mo 1986-87 Annual Report, LK-120, pp. 331-335). This report summarizes our observations from

the life-span study, emphasizing the incidence of primary pulmonary neoplasms noted in the

F344/Crl rats after inhalation exposure to aerosols of 147pm incorporated into fused

aluminosilicate particles.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Equal numbers of 15 2 wk ld, male and female F344/Crl rats, born and raised in the Lovelace

ITRI colony, were exposed to aerosols of 147pm incorporated into relatively insoluble, fused

aluminosilicate particles. The experimental design is illustrated in Table 1. Groups of rats

were exposed to achieve initial lung burdens (ILBs) of 147Pm estimated to result in 1-yr

mortalities between and 2 2 and 25%, 25 and 95%, and 95 to 100%. The hazard function model

for early mortality based on data from dogs that inhaled beta emitters4 was used to estimate the

desired II-Bs. The mortality ranges were chosen to include the median lethal dose to yr (50)

and to provide rats in the high and low ranges of the dose-response curve.

A suspension of 147Pm-labeled montmorillonite clay was nebulized to produce an aerosol. The

suspension also contained 169Yb, which served as a tracer that could be counted externally to

determine deposition and retention of particles in the lung. The nebulized aerosol was passed

through a heating column at 11500C to dry and fuse the particles. The aerosol, mixed with clean

air, was then passed into a multipart, nose-only, exposure chamber to expose the rats. Samples of

the aerosols were collected near the beginning and at the end of the exposures to quantitate the

aerosol concentrations of radioactivity and the size distribution of the particles.

Rats that died, that were euthanized when moribund, or that were sacrificed between I and 1.5

years, were necropsied and examined for gross lesions. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded,

5-lim-thick sections of the lung, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, were examined microscopically.

Table I

Experimental Design for Studying Rats Inhaling 147pm in Fused Aluminosilicate Particles

Exposure Range for Expected Desired Initial

Group Mortality a Lung Burden k8q) b Number of Rats c

A 0 0 40

B 0 - 2 1700 60

C 2 - 25 2800 80

D 25 - 95 3100 50

E 95 - 100 4400 40

270

aone-year mortality.

bl kBq = 27 nCi.

cEqual numbers of males and females in each group.

RESULTS

Details on estimated initial lung burdens, effective retention of 147Pm particles in the lung,

and radiation doses are provided in an earlier report.3

The major causes of death related to radiation exposure were radiation pneumonitis and

pulmonary fibrosis (RPPF), and primary pulmonary neoplasms. The relationships between pulmonary

lesions, accumulated dose and time to death are shown in Figure 1. In general, the primary cause

of early death after exposure was RPPF. This syndrome accounted for most of the deaths up to

approximately I yr after exposure, and resulted from radiation doses to the lungs of 210-630 Gy.
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At later times, and also with lower doses to the lung, the number of deaths attributed to primary

pulmonary neoplasms increased and exceeded those caused by RPPF.

Fifty-eight rats died from the effects of RPPF. A total of 91 primary lung tumors were

induced in a total of 193 rats exposed to 147Pm and held for their life span. Only lung tumor,

a carcino5arcoma, was found in 26 unexposed controls. The types of lung tumors observed were as

follows: 43 hemangiosarcomas, 41 squamous cell carcinomas, adenocarcinomas, 1 papilloma, and 

adenoma. A total of 6 rats each had 2 different types of primary lung tumors. Four rats had both

a hemangiosarcoma and a squamous cell carcinoma, 1 rat had both a hemangiosarcoma and an

adenocarcinoma, and another had both a squamous cell carcinoma and an adenocarcinoma. In

addition, 3 rats had metastatic carcinomas to the lungs: 1 from an osteosarcoma of the leg,

another from the mammary glands, and another of undetermined origin.

The histologic features of the pulmonary lesions were described in a previous report 1986-87

Annual Report, LMF-120, pp. 331-335). Briefly, radiation pneumonitis was characterized by

variable mixed infiltrates of reactive macrophages and neutrophils within alveolar spaces and

septae. Pulmonary fibrosis was characterized by irregular fibrotic thickening of the alveolar

septae, which varied from mild-to-moderate-to-focal scarring of the parenchyma. The

hemangiosarcomas were solitary, well demarcated, expansive and invasive masses that often involved

entire lung lobes. They consisted of irregular, capillary-like-to-cavernous vascular spaces lined

by anaplastic endothelial cells, and were filled with erythrocytes and large thrombi. The

morphology of the squamous cell carcinomas varied. Solitary, keratin-filled cysts lined by

relatively well-differentiated squamous epithelium that had focal atypia were often seen. More

frequently, they consisted of irregular islands and lobules of well-to-poorly differentiated,

dysplastic squamous epithelium, with variable keratin production. The adenocarcinomas were poorly

differentiated. The cells formed small tubules or papillary structures, with the cells positioned

along cores of connective-tissue stroma.

Table 2 summarizes the incidence of the various histologic types of lung tumors in all groups

of rats. For analysis, the rats were arbitrarily grouped according to their ILBs. The crude

incidence (uncorrected for competing risks) of lung tumors within each group was also calculated,

and was expressed as (the number of rats with lung tumors/number of rats within a grouping) x

100. Figure 2 shows the cumulative incidences of lung tumors among the various dose groups, as

determined by the Kaplan-Meier approach.5 Cumulative incidences increased with increased dose to

the lungs. Death from lung tumors occurred earlier in rats with the higher accumulated radiation

doses to the lungs. The earliest tumor-related death occurred at 199 days after exposure.
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Table 2

Lung Tumor Incidence for Rats That Inhaled 147pm in Fused Aluminosilicate Particles

Median Number of Lung Tumors b Crude

Mean Dose Survival Squamous Papilloma Incidence

Range of ILB to Death No. of in Group Total Hemangio- Cell Adeno- or Carcino- of Lung

u � (Gy) Rats a (days) Tumors sarcoma Carcinoma carcinoma Adenoma sarcoma Tumorsc

0 0 26 760 1 0 0 0 0 1 3.8

O- 1580 40 36 749 5 1 3 0 1 0 14

W 1580- 2410 100 30 640 18 7 9 2 0 0 60
4

2410- 3280 140 31 608 31 11 18 2 0 0 87

3280- 7570 250 31 488 22 14 7 1 0 0 65

7570-10010 400 29 298 11 7 3 0 1 0 38

10010-13850 490 31 230 11 3 1 0 0 0 13

> 13850 440 5 186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

aDied or euthanized with followup histopathology.

bSix rats had 2 primary lung tumors.

cNumber of rats with lung tumors/number of rats in group x 100.
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Figure 2. Cumulative incidence of pulmonary tumors in rats that inhaled 147pm in fused
aluminosilicate particles.

Figure 3 compares the crude and adjusted incidences of lung tumors. The crude incidence of

lung tumors in exposed rats increased from 14% at an average cumulative dose to the lungs of

40 Gy, to 87% at an average dose of 140 Gy, after which the incidence declined in rats that had

accumulated the highest doses. Using the data from Figure to adjust for competing risks
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Figure 3 Dose-response relationship for induction of lung tumors after inhalation of 147pm W
crude incidence; incidence adjusted for competing risks).
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eliminated the turnover in the dose-response curve, with a 00% incidence being obtained for the

four highest dose groups.

DISCUSSION

The induction of hemangiosarcomas after inhalation of beta-emitting radionuclides has

previously been reported.6 The tendency for pulmonary irradiation from inhaled beta emitters to

produce endothelial, rather than epithelial tumors, whereas hemangiosarcomas are rarely seen

following inhalation exposure to alpha emitters, has been explained in terms of the less-dense

ionizing activity and greater tissue penetration of beta emitters. lhus, the dose received from

beta emitters is more uniformly distributed throughout the lung.7 In contrast, alpha particles

have high ionizing activity, low tissue penetration and localized dose.

An analysis of the crude incidence indicated an increased incidence in tumor formation at

lower ILBs and accumulated doses to the lung, followed by a decline in incidence as the

accumulated dose increased. The decreased incidence of lung tumors observed at the highest ILBs

(> 3280 kBq/g lung) can be attributed to the marked life-span shortening due to the early effects

of RPPF. The analysis also indicated an earlier onset of lung tumors in the higher dose ranges.

This effect may be attributed to shortening of the induction period necessary for tumor

development or to an accelerated progression of the tumors. The increased dose could result in

more proliferative foci, thus increasing the probability of a malignant clone developing.

Alternatively, the increased dose could cause more rapid growth and mutation in proliferating

clones, thus shortening the latency period for tumor development.

The absolute risk for developing a lung tumor in these rats was about 60 per 104 Gy to the

lung to death. This estimate is based on the animals without appreciable life-span shortening or

competing risk, those in the 1580-2410 kBq ILB group. This risk is close to the risk in rats of

40 per 104 Gy for developing lung cancer after inhaling 144CeO2.8 Thus, the lung cancer risk for

inhalation exposure to a very low-energy beta emitter is similar to that for inhalation exposure

to other beta emitters in the rat, including those with higher energy emissions. This indicates

that inhaled beta emitters with low energy do not confer a lung cancer risk significantly

different from other inhaled beta emitters.
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